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Christmas in
Small Format Stores

Health &
Wellbeing

With online retailers and department
stores vying for valuable Christmas
shoppers, how do small format stores fit into
the festive free-for-all? We find out if, when it
comes to seasonal shopping, good things really
do come in small packages.

Winter colds and flu combined
with New Year’s resolutions make
health and wellbeing big business at
the start of the year. But which retailer
is in the best shape? We investigate.
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DISPLAY
REPORT

GLOBAL
TRENDS

Small Product
Merchandising

The New
Experiential Retail

Small products can create big havoc.
From low visibility to lack of space for
communicating messages, they throw up
a whole set of challenges to retailers, brands
and suppliers. But how do they overcome this?

As bricks-and-mortar retailers seek to
ramp up the emotional side of shopping
and online retailers clamour to offer a
more tactile experience, enter the new
experiential retail. Bridging the digital-physical
divide, it adds a slice of real life to both offerings.
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A one-day, interactive session exploring
the shopper & best practice in P-O-P

Wednesday 4th July 2018

10 am - 4.30 pm
Radisson Blu, Dublin Airport
From better understanding today’s shopper
to improving P-O-P effectiveness, this oneday session will give you practical, real-life
best practices that you can implement
right away to boost retail performance and
personal achievement.
Our sessions are led by POPAI’s senior
leadership team; with supporting learning
materials included.

• Access to independent best practice insight,
knowledge and research
• Concentrated single day learning session
• 360° overview of core industry disciplines
including relevant theory
• Interactive and engaging format to maximise
the learning process

Who should attend?
Retail marketing professionals (whether retailer, brand
or supply-side) who may be required to build their
knowledge around the fundamentals of P-O-P best
practice, or would like to refresh existing knowledge and
skills, as part of their day-to-day job function.

Limited to 30 delegates

• Learning in a friendly and professional
environment
• Backup learning ‘Support Pack’ to capture
knowledge,with Capsule and Unit session
notes provided

BOOK NOW

T: 01455 613651
E: info@popai.co.uk
@popaiuki
www.popai.co.uk
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Why attend?

Visit: popai.co.uk/education

Prices:

POPAI members - £345 +VAT
Non-members - £545 +VAT

CONTENTS
Welcome to the first In-Store Insights of 2018. And
with the New Year comes a brand new look for us,
reinforcing our focus on research reports and POPAI
insights. The makeover reflects the contents – useful,
practical and insightful – covering different sectors,
categories and shoppers. But our concentration
remains firmly on the same thing: enhancing the total
shopper experience.
Thanks to everyone who attended the Retail
Marketing Conference in February at the London
Stadium in Stratford. We’re looking forward to
announcing the POPAI Awards 2018 nominations at
the Retail Design Expo in May – always an exciting
event on the POPAI calendar.
We hope you enjoy our new-look issue, where as
ever we’ll be sharing our most recent reports and
research. Christmas may seem a long time ago, but
retailers are still feeling the effects of their festive
successes or disappointments. While the focus is
often on big department stores, we’ve turned our
spotlight onto small format stores, to discover how
they fare amongst the big hitters. Find out on page 5.
And is your New Year’s resolution a thing of the past?
Or are you standing firm? Either way, the chances are
you’ll have been hit by a winter cold, cough or even
flu somewhere in the season. With more of us trying
to either get healthy or stay healthy, the health and
wellbeing sector comes to life at the start of the year.
But which retailers are in the best shape? We find out
on page 7.
Small products can often give retailers, brands and
suppliers big headaches. They’re fiddly, difficult to
merchandise and present a whole set of challenges
to be overcome. But just how to do this? We explore
the issue on page 9.
There’s an interesting battle going on between
online and physical retailers which has seen the
birth of some new phenomenona and the rise of
others. As bricks-and-mortar retailers seek to offer
customers something they can’t find online, and
e-tailers seek to offer a more tactile experience,
the experiential retail approach has matured into a
more practical sales tool, using real-world contexts
which are spanning the digital-physical divide. We
investigate further on page 11.

Phil Day
POPAI

STOREDITS
Christmas in Small Format Stores
With online retailers and department stores vying
for valuable Christmas shoppers, how do small
format stores fit into the festive free-for-all? We
find out if, when it comes to seasonal shopping,
good things really do come in small packages.
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SHOPPER INVESTIGATION
Health & Wellbeing
Winter colds and flu combined with
New Year’s resolutions make health
and wellbeing big business at the start
of the year. But which retailer is in the
best shape? We investigate.
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DISPLAY REPORT
Small Product Merchandising
Small products can create big havoc. From low
visibility to lack of space for communicating
messages, they throw up a whole set of
challenges to retailers, brands and suppliers.
But how do they overcome this?
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GLOBAL TRENDS
The New Experiential Retail
As bricks-and-mortar retailers seek to ramp up
the emotional side of shopping and online retailers
clamour to offer a more tactile experience, enter the
new experiential retail. Bridging the digital-physical
divide, it adds a slice of real life to both offerings.
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Membership

www.popai.co.uk

Becoming a POPAI member is simple: just
go to popai.co.uk/whyjoin. You will receive a
personal account that allows you to access
all of our premium content with exclusive
access to the full POPAI research archive.

Visit our website for the latest news,
reports and events from POPAI. In
addition, you will find a back catalogue
of industry research and the POPAI
Awards gallery.

IN-STORE INSIGHTS
In-store Insights is published four times a year by POPAI UK &
Ireland, 7a Lakeside Court, Maple Drive, Tungsten Park, Hinckley,
Leicestershire LE10 3BH. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole
or in part without written permission is strictly prohibited.

Get in touch. We’re always keen to hear your views.

Editorial & Advertising:

info@popai.co.uk

info@popai.co.uk

Follow us @twitter.com/popaiuki

+44 (0)1455 613 651
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STOREDITS
CHRISTMAS IN SMALL FORMAT STORES
Christmas: the most important
time on the retail calendar. But
with decorations, displays, extra
products and extended ranges all
fighting for coveted store space,
how do smaller format stores get
the right balance? With challenges
from online competitors rife, these
retailers must draw in the highstreet-wary shopper, radiating
Christmas spirit but avoiding the
Christmas clutter. The stores may
be small but the undertaking is
not. So when it comes to the
festive season, is it really the case
that good things come in small
packages... or are shoppers left
saying “bah humbug”?

Storedits [stor-ditz] is an analytical
qualitative survey (or store audit) of a retail
space carried out by POPAI.

It’s no secret that the Christmas trading period
is critical to a company’s annual performance.
Pressure remains strong on the high street, with
58% of shoppers believing that they can find
cheaper products by shopping online.1
The increasingly powerful Black Friday also
continues to influence spending patterns.
Shoppers love the opportunity to bag bargains
at the end of November, but are then reluctant
to pay full prices when they return in early
December.2

Read the FULL REPORT
Become a POPAI member. Sign up
online, and visit: www.popai.co.uk

It would seem that buying-weary shoppers are no longer
hitting the sales straight after Christmas, either, as the
continuing trend of declining Boxing Day footfall shows, with
2017 seeing the fifth drop in the past six years. High streets
were hit hardest, with footfall dropping 5.8% year-on-year.3
Indeed, Christmas 2017 proved to be a season of very mixed
fortunes, with announcements varying from increased share
values to profit warnings.2
So how did retailers, particularly those with limited space
in-store, engage with their shoppers to channel the Christmas
spirit into a successful sales campaign?

We visited a cross section of high street stores in the UK and Ireland,
covering 28 retail fascias.
Our research
To conduct our research we visited the
following retailers: Aldi, Co-op, Dunnes
Stores, little Waitrose, M&S Simply Food,
Sainsbury’s Local, SPAR, SuperValu,
Tesco Express, Topaz, Boots, Superdrug,
Accessorize (standalone formats), The Body
Shop, Clintons, Currys PC World (high street
stores), EE, GAME, H. Samuel, Next, schuh,
The Perfume Shop, The Fragrance Shop,
Argos, The Works, WHSmith and Wilko.

Over the last week in November and the
first two weeks in December 2017, our
researchers analysed different areas of
each store to identify the types of P-O-P
and promotional techniques employed, the
use of decorations and in-store ambience,
and Christmas gifting and products on offer.
Finally, we selected the best in class for a
range of Christmas-related merchandising
themes.
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Modern retail environments are busy, cluttered and competitive.
Bring your brand to life in-store and get it noticed. We are the
experts in creating engaging and eye-catching point-of-sale
displays that attract shopper attention and will maximise your
sales with every in-store promotion. Talk to us and learn more
about how we can help you realise your brand objectives.

say

to display uk

Call Dev on +44 (0)1536 200333

www.display.uk.com

SHOPPER
INVESTIGATION
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
The health and wellbeing sector
traditionally dominates the early
part of the year, as the dual drivers
of New Year resolutions and winter
bugs send shoppers on a mission
to be fit and well. With a multitude of
choice of channels for both advice
and purchase, where do shoppers
turn? And when it comes to health
and wellbeing, which retailers are
blooming and which are below par?
UK health and wellbeing sales by
category

1.8b

Welcoming in the New Year often also means
setting some resolutions and personal challenges.
Unfortunately, this determination and resolve is all
too often accompanied by an unhealthy dose of
colds, coughs and flu symptoms.
It makes sense, therefore, for retailers to
capitalise on the sale of products addressing
these needs, as the nation strives to become fit
and stay healthy.

430m 414m
141m
2016/17

2015

2016/17

2015

Cold & flu
remedies

Vitamins
& food
supplements

Smoking
cessation
products

Weight
loss
products

Source: Proprietary Association of Great Britain, Health Food
Manufacturers Association and Statista

Read the FULL REPORT
Become a POPAI member. Sign up
online, and visit: www.popai.co.uk

So how did 2018 make its entrance? Despite a
renewed focus on healthy eating, it seems that
the New Year had a somewhat harsh beginning,
with cold weather taking its toll on the population,
along with an unwelcome national outbreak of
influenza. January saw a 12% rise in sales of
over-the-counter painkillers on the month before,

while sales of cough sweets and liquids also
increased by 17% as shoppers tried to tackle
seasonal illnesses.1
As well as trying to restore good health, around
seven million people in the UK make a New
Year’s resolution to improve an aspect of their
health, with giving up smoking being one of the
most common goals.5
Retailers in this sector should take note, as
annual healthcare spending continues to rise
in the UK, showing a 0.4% increase in the year
to July 2017. Spending on food supplements
is also set to rise to £500 million by 2022.3 The
weight loss market continues apace, with the
£1.8 billion spent in 2015 expected to increase
to a staggering £2.1 billion by 2020.3

Our research
We asked 100 shoppers to visit Asda, Co-op, Morrisons, Sainsbury’s, Tesco, Waitrose (large format
stores), as well as Boots, LloydsPharmacy, Superdrug and a selection of independent pharmacists.
Shoppers were asked about their shopping habits plus in-store display and promotions.
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THE FULL RANGE OF
DISPLAY MATERIALS TO STAGE
RETAIL WORLDS.
SHOP FITTING. SHOPFRONTS. FURNITURE.

CORPORATE IDENTITY. INTERIOR DESIGN.

Communicating brand value and the associated lifestyle over an
extended period of time and all around the world is what makes
unique retail worlds.
3A Composites GmbH develops, manufactures and markets
high-quality material for these retail worlds: a broad variety from
aluminium composite panels, rigid plastic sheet material, paper
boards through to transparent and translucent panels used for
shop and interior design, furniture construction, product shelves
and price signage, directional information or changing room
number tags.
Giving you scope to implement
your creative ideas!

EVENT MARKETING. BOOTH CONSTRUCTION.

WWW.DISPLAY.3ACOMPOSITES.COM | PHONE +49(0)7731- 941 76 61

arken-pop.com | info@arken-pop.com | (+44) 01638 56 56 56

DISPLAY
REPORT
SMALL PRODUCT MERCHANDISING
Small products are a staple of
most categories, from fixtures
and fittings in DIY to make-up and
beauty products, from high value
items like watches and jewellery to
lower-cost impulse buys. But these
products can be notoriously difficult
to merchandise thanks to their
diminutive size – the challenge is to
keep them visible, communicate key
messaging, replenish stock and keep
the area tidy, meaning displays must
be ultra hard working. We carried out
some research to discover whether
these products are little nuisances or
small wonders.
Effectively merchandising small products presents
brands, retailers and P-O-P suppliers with a
unique set of challenges.
In this report, we examine the particular issues
associated with these products, exploring the
most effective ways of meeting these challenges
head on and discovering which solutions different
retail sectors prefer.

POPAI conducted interviews with
industry professionals covering
brands, P-O-P suppliers and
retailers, to identify current
innovations and best display
practices for small product
categories.
Our research
POPAI consulted arken POP, B&Q, DIAM,
Hasbro, HL Display, InContrast, JTI,
Kesslers, L’Oréal, and Unilever, asking
focused questions pertaining to each
organisation type, aggregating answers
both by subject and theme.

Small products, big challenges
We asked our respondents to tell us about
some of the biggest challenges associated
with merchandising small products. From
their answers, it is apparent there are a
number of varying issues faced by retailers,
with standout, shopability and navigation
being common themes reported across the
industry.

Read the FULL REPORT
Become a POPAI member. Sign up
online, and visit: www.popai.co.uk
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Amazon Echo & Dot Interactive CTU

NOMINATIONS
ANNOUNCEMENT

RETAIL DESIGN EXPO
2nd May 2018 | 12.50 - 13.50

Shopper Conference

GLOBAL
TRENDS
THE NEW EXPERIENTIAL RETAIL
Ever since e-commerce started
challenging the dominance
of physical retail with its ultraconvenience, endless choice
and seamless purchasing
options, bricks-and-mortar
stores have looked for ways to
offer customers something they
can’t get online.

Female-focused electronics
store frames technology
around beauty and lifestyle

Experiential retail has become a key
tactic in recent years (as well as an
overused buzzword) as retailers have
used the theatre of surprise and delight
to differentiate themselves from their
competitors.
In this report we explore what we consider
to be a significant maturation of this
approach. In many ways, the examples we
use are more functional than what we’ve
come to expect from traditional experiential
retail, yet in this way they become more
meaningful for the consumers.
These examples are less about creating
unique and unforgettable branded
experiences, and more about creating
product trials and paths to purchase that
are rooted in the real-world contexts in
which the products are actually used.
What is most interesting is that this is not
something restricted to physical retail,
or to e-commerce, but something that is
spanning both. As physical retailers are
battling to keep up with the convenience
of online, e-tailers are trying to find new
ways to add emotional layers that can rival
the tactile experience of bricks-and-mortar
stores. So brands on both sides of the
digital-physical divide are coming up with
the same answer – adding a slice of real life
into their propositions.

Read the FULL REPORT
Become a POPAI member. Sign up
online, and visit: www.popai.co.uk

Mattress customers can have a nap at Casper
pop-up

John Lewis tests overnight shopping
experience

Toyota Drive to Go makes car sharing as easy
as ordering coffee
Noodle brand inspires kids to play with their food

Ikea Place lets shoppers
see 2,000 augmented
reality products in their
homes
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Seeing is believing
Discover retail
design and
marketing solutions
at RDE 2018
Meet the full range of design solutions providers including
lighting, surfaces, P-O-P, visual merchandising, design
agencies, fixtures and fittings, furniture, display equipment,
packaging, insights consultancies and shopfitters.
Attend the outstanding FREE conference programme
featuring star-studded speakers in retail design, marketing,
branding, shopper and VM sessions.
In 2018 we’re expecting over 18,000 retail professionals to
attend. Will you be one of them?

2-3 MAY 2018, OLYMPIA LONDON

REGISTER
ONLINE
NOW
www.retaildesignexpo.com
@RtlDesignExpo

3 SHOWS, 2 DAYS, 1 LEADING EVENT FOR THE RETAIL INDUSTRY
3 exciting shows,
2 full-on2-3days,
1 leading event for the retail industry
MAY 2018, OLYMPIA LONDON

Retail Business Technology Expo

Retail Digital Signage Expo

Retail Design Expo

Supported by:

JOIN TODAY
Be informed. Be inspired. Be in POPAI.
Enjoy unlimited access to a wealth of retail marketing insight
and intelligence when you join POPAI.

Sign up today.
Find out more,
visit: www.popai.co.uk/whyjoin
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